Vortex shedding in bileaflet heart valve prostheses.
A dynamic study of two geometrically similar bileaflet heart valve prostheses (HVP) was performed using a physiologic mock circulatory flow loop. The HVPs studied were the 25 mm St. Jude Medical (SJM) and the 25 mm Carbomedics (CMI) in the aortic position and the 27 mm SJM and 27 mm CMI in the mitral position. All data were collected at a heart rate of 70 beats/min and a cardiac output of 5.0 L/min. Flow visualization was conducted in the transparent flow chambers of the pulsatile mock circulatory flow loop using a 15 mW He-Ne laser light source. A cylindrical lens and optics system converted the incident laser beam into a thin parallel light plane, and 420 microns tracer particles were suspended in the testing fluid to illuminate the flow field at selected planes. Frame-by-frame analysis of the 16 mm high-speed cine provides detailed phasic flow patterns in the vicinity of the HVP. A series of still photographs of flow patterns, taken at approximately 22.5 degrees phase intervals, are sequentially presented for each HVP. In the aortic position, a Karman-like vortex pattern appears downstream of the SJM at the end of the ejection phase. The CMI exhibits a rather symmetrical ejection flow pattern that turns into random motion immediately after the onset of ejection. In the mitral position, the SJM again exhibits a strong core flow during ventricular filling, whereas the CMI produces a more diffuse pattern during the same period. A pair of vortices shed from both the SJM and CMI are clearly visible toward the end of the ventricular filling phase. The vortex mechanisms are discussed in light of leaflet boundary layer formation.